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The environmental perturbation on atoms is a key factor restricting the performance of atomic frequency stan-
dards, especially in the long-term scale. In this Letter, we perform a real-time noise distinguish (RTND) to an
atomic clock to decrease the uncertainty of the atomic clock beyond the level that is attained by the current
controlling method. In RTND, the related parameters of the clock are monitored in real time by using the cali-
brated sensors, and their effects on the clock frequency are calculated. By subtracting the effects from the error
signal, the local oscillator is treated as equivalently locked to the unperturbed atomic levels. In order to perform
quantitative tests, we engineer time-varying noise much larger than the intrinsic noise in our fountain atomic
clock. By using RTND, the influences of the added noises are detected and subtracted precisely from the error
signals before feeding back to the reference oscillator. The result shows that the statistical uncertainty of our
fountain clock is improved by an order of magnitude to 2 × 10−15. Besides, the frequency offset introduced by the
noise is also corrected, while the systematic uncertainty is unaffected.
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doi: 10.3788/COL201715.050201.

Atomic clocks have been generally used for timing applica-
tions[1–4], precise tests of fundamental symmetries[5,6], search-
ing dark matters[7,8], and quantum information science[9,10].
Cesium fountains have been contributing to International
Atomic Time (TAI) as the most accurate primary fre-
quency standards for more than a decade[11,12], and rubidium
fountains have been accepted as a secondary standard[1,3].
To date, atomic fountain clocks (AFCs) have achieved a
low 1 × 10−16 level of total uncertainties and long-term
stability of a low 1 × 10−16 even to the 1 × 10−17 level[1–4].
Optical lattice clocks and ion clocks progress rapidly,
and now have achieved lower systematic uncertainty and
stability of the 1 × 10−18 level[13–19].
The reference frequency for an atomic clock is expected

to be a constant, but actually the ambient perturbations
coupled to the clock states drift the clock frequency and
destroy the uncertainty and the long-term stability.
Several common physical effects, like the blackbody radi-
ation (BBR) effect, the ac Stark effect, the density effect,
etc., are the major terms that affect the performance of
atomic clocks[14,20,21]. Thus, the uncertainty evaluation is
of great significance for precise clocks. Generally, there
are three alternative approaches for uncertainty evalu-
ation and improvement: (i) precisely measure the relevant
parameters of physical effects and the corresponding
frequency-sensitive coefficients with small measuring
errors[13,14]. (ii) Adjust the working ambience of the clock
to obtain a small frequency-sensitive coefficient. For
example, clocks work at a cryogenic temperature to obtain

a lower BBR shift[16], AFCs operate at a low density to
decrease the collision shift[2,22], and optical lattice clocks
exploit well-engineered magic wavelength protocol to
cancel the lattice-related Stark shift[10]. (iii) Decrease the
ambient perturbations. Precise clocks, such as AFCs and
optical clocks, always run in lab well with ambient control.
Kinds of active and passive control systems for stabilizing
the temperature, magnetic field, light field, etc., are
adopted by the devices. Almost every breakthrough of
the uncertainty limit stems from a new method for better
suppression of environmental perturbations, e.g., an
active control of the dc Stark field along the axis of a
Sr optical clock is demonstrated to null the dc Stark shift
with a 1 × 10−19 uncertainty[14]. Groups are trying to sup-
press environmental perturbations further for a better
uncertainty, while it becomes more and more difficult.

In this Letter, we propose a method based on real-time
noise distinguish (RTND) for breaking the uncertainty
limit of atomic clocks dominated by ambient perturba-
tions. The idea is implemented as follows: (i) probe
environment-related parameters in real time with high-
precision sensors when the atomic clock is running,
(ii) measure the frequency-sensitive coefficient precisely,
and (iii) distinguish and reject the contributions of ambi-
ent perturbations from every error signal. The output sig-
nal of the clock will be immune to specific perturbations.
A proof-of-principle experimental demonstration is ful-
filled in an AFC[23,24]. We engineer the magnetic field of
the device, which is related to the second-order Zeeman
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effect, with the extra noise much larger than the intrinsic
noise. At the same time a high-precision sensor is used to
monitor and record the fluctuations of the magnetic field.
Subtracting the detected environmental noises from the
error signals, the deterioration from the analog noises is
corrected, which leads to the improvement of clock
stability, especially at the long integration time. The dem-
onstrated innovation can be applied to a variety of differ-
ent physical effects on various atomic clocks to improve
the accuracy and stability.
In an atomic clock, high stability is realized by referenc-

ing the stable oscillator to a high-quality-factor atomic
transition profile, averaging as τ−1∕2 or τ−1[25,26]. In a micro-
wave clock operating with the Ramsey sequence, the atomic
transition probability is given by ½1þ cosð2πδνTÞ�∕2. Here,
T is the interrogation time, δν is the normal error signal
given by

δν ¼ νLO − νA; (1)

where νLO is the frequency of the local oscillator (LO), and
νA is the atomic resonance frequency. Actually, νA is not
constant due to the coupling of the atomic internal states
with the ambient electromagnetic fields, even under careful
controls, and then,

νA ¼ ν0 þ
XN
i¼1

νi ; (2)

where ν0 is the atomic resonance frequency without envi-
ronmental perturbations, νi ¼ f iðxiÞ is the frequency shift
arising from the ith environment-related physical param-
eter xi , and N is the total number of related physical
parameters. Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), we obtain

δν ¼ νLO −

�
ν0 þ

XN
i¼1

νi

�
: (3)

The normal error signal δν fed back to the LO contains the
environmental noise and influences the frequency of the
LO, as shown in Fig. 1(a) (red line servo loop). The envi-
ronmental fluctuation then degrades the clock stability as
well as the accuracy. Therefore, the performance of the
clock is limited by the environmental noise.
As the blue line in Fig. 1(a) shows, our RTND approach

uses a detection system to measure the physical parameter
xi in real time. Considering the experimental case involv-
ingM (≤N) measurable physical parameters, with Eq. (3),
the frequency error corrected at the end of each closed-
loop cycle, as presented in Fig. 1(b), is given by

δνRTND ¼ ðνLO − ν0Þ−
�XN

i¼1

νi −
XM
j¼1

νDj

�
; (4)

where νDi ¼ f Di ðxDi Þ is the detected frequency deviation
when operating in the RTND condition. With high-
precision noise detection, νDi approximately equals νi .

The RTND approach suppresses the environmental
impacts on the clock performance and locks the clock out-
put to noise-immune atomic resonance frequency. In the
standard feedback scheme, the total uncertainty σ0ðτÞ is
deteriorated by environmental noise, and turns out to be

σðτÞ ¼
������������������������������������
σ20ðτÞ þ

XN
i¼1

σ2i ðτÞ
vuut ; (5)

where σiðτÞ is the uncertainty of νi , and the noise sources
are independent. The clock stability is ultimately limited
by the environmental noise, especially with a long averag-
ing time. With the RTND scheme detecting the ambient
fluctuation in real time, the induced frequency errors are
eliminated from σðτÞ:

σRTNDðτÞ ¼
�����������������������������������������
σ20ðτÞ þ

XN
i¼Mþ1

σ2i ðτÞ
vuut : (6)

As a result, the RTND protocol breaks the uncertainty
limit on the normal locking mode.

As we know, the collisional frequency shift plays a
crucial role in cooled atomic clocks, e.g., AFCs, and is pro-
portional to the average atomic density hni[27], which can

Fig. 1. Principle schematic of the RTND demonstration. (a) The
additional sensors group Di is used to detect the environment-
related physical parameters xi in real time (blue line). The influ-
ence of noise on the atomic transition frequency is subtracted
from the normal error signal δν (red line) before being fed back
to the LO. (b) The RTND sequence during a closed-loop cycle
(Tc). xi;kðtÞ is the ith environment-related physical parameter
during the kth clock cycle. The influential environment fluc-
tuation depicted by the red line in the RTND window perturbs
the atomic transition frequency. Its influence is removed from the
error signal at the end of the kth cycle.
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be detected precisely in real time. Taking into account
that hni ¼ 1.2 × 107 fluctuating with a standard deviation
of 10% and the collisional frequency shift coefficient
kcoll ¼ −5.6 × 10−23 cm3[27,28], the calculated collisional
fractional frequency shift of our AFC is −6.7 × 10−16 with
an uncertainty of 6.7 × 10−17. Based on the above theo-
retical analysis, the collisional frequency shift will be can-
celed with a decreased uncertainty down to the 1 × 10−18

level by applying the RTNDmethod. This direct improve-
ment can be experimentally demonstrated by a compari-
son between two high-performance AFCs with a less than
1 × 10−16 level frequency resolution. In our comparison
system composed by an AFC and an H-maser, the contri-
bution of the RTND on the collisional frequency shift is
hard to distinguish. The noise deterioration method[29],
commonly used in this case, is applied to test the RTND
scheme.
We experimentally demonstrate the concept of RTND

in our 87Rb AFC. The extra noise is added to exaggerate
the fluctuation of the corresponding parameter. Specifi-
cally, the second-order Zeeman shift is used as the demon-
strating effect. The noise, the Allan deviation of which is
between the 1 × 10−15 and 1 × 10−14 level, mimics the
fluctuation of the atom number of our AFC. The ampli-
tude of noise is set according to the H-maser (VCH 1003A)
with the noise floor of about 2 × 10−15[23], since the dem-
onstration of the RTND is realized by phase comparing
the AFC with H-maser. In the normal AFC mode, the
noise deteriorates the performance of the frequency
output, while in the RTND mode, the noise is detected,
and its contribution is canceled.
As shown in Fig. 2, a solenoid surrounding the flight tube

is used for supplying the bias magnetic field with a strength
of 130.2 nT[30,31]. The subtle fluctuation of the current value
is negligible for a clock with the quadratic Zeeman shift of
142.6 × 10−15 and the long-term stability of 1.6 × 10−15[23].
Then, the noise values are seriatim added to the C-field
solenoid for every clock cycle. A precise resistor with a
calibrated linearity is used to track the fluctuation of
the C-field current. The induced frequency shift is
νB ¼ f BðBÞ ¼ kZ hBi2 ¼ kC hI i2, where B is the measured
C-field value, kZ and kC are the coefficients[30], and hI i
displays the average C-field current on the cycle. Combin-
ing the normally measured error signal δν and magnetic
field induced frequency shift νB, the final error is δνRTND ¼
δνþ νB with the uncertainty

σRTNDðτÞ ¼
�����������������������������
σ2ðτÞ− σ2BðτÞ

q
; (7)

where σBðτÞ is the uncertainty of νB.
The fountain clock is running under three different

situations: (i) no extra noise for the magnetic field (natural
condition); (ii) adding noise to the magnetic field;
(iii) RTND correction when noise is added to the magnetic
field. To facilitate the description, we substitute the fre-
quency of the AFC for frequency differences between
the AFC and H-maser.

Frequencies of the three situations are shown in Fig. 3(a).
Each data represents the average result of 100 s, and the
total measurement time is 150000 s. A group of noises (blue
dots) are applied so that the clock’s transition frequency is
perturbed (red dots). This will decrease the stability in
the characteristic averaging time. The amplitude of the
frequency fluctuation after the RTND (green dots) is as
small as in the natural condition (black dots). Therefore,
the frequency fluctuation caused by the magnetic field noise
is eliminated. In addition, the frequency offset arising from
the noise, shown in Fig. 3(b), is also corrected by the pro-
tocol. Here, the black line has an intrinsic frequency differ-
ence (νH − νA) between the AFC frequency νA and the
H-maser frequency νH , while the interval between the
red line and the black line comes from the noise. In the fre-
quency domain, the histogram of the frequencies under
natural conditions is shown in Fig. 3(c) (black histogram).
Carrying noises (blue histogram), the frequencies (red
histogram) show a wider linewidth than that of natural
conditions. When the AFC operates in the RTND condi-
tion, the distribution of the clock frequencies (green histo-
gram) is consistent with that under natural conditions.
Figure 4 shows that noise with a negative offset of
−1 × 10−13 and a positive offset of 0.6 × 10−13 are all cor-
rected by the RTND, leaving the fractional frequency dif-
ference coincident with that of a zero offset. In this way, we
can compensate the frequency shifts listed in the type-B
uncertainty budget using the RTND.

Fig. 2. Experimental diagram of the AFC operating in the
RTND protocol. The C-field of the AFC (red line box) is deterio-
rated by adding noise to the current of the solenoid. A sampling
resistor is used to detect the fluctuation of the current, which
directly reflects the fluctuation of the magnetic field (blue line
box). The influences of the fluctuation are eliminated from
the error signal before feedback to the LO.
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To characterize the performance of the RTND in the
AFC, we measure the Allan deviation of the frequency
fluctuations. Under natural condition, the Allan deviation
of the AFC is 2.7 × 10−13τ−1∕2 and decreases down to
2.5 × 10−15 for integration time τ ¼ 10000 s, as shown
in Fig. 5(a) (black line). The Allan deviation of the extra
noise is depicted by the blue line, whose value is between

5 × 10−15 and 2 × 10−14. When the average time is less
than 200 s, the instability of the noises is far smaller than
the instability of the AFC, and it becomes worse as the
averaging time exceeds 500 s. After the noises are applied,
the performance of the AFC becomes worse when the aver-
aging time is larger than 200 s (red line). The final result of
the Allan deviation follows Eq. (5) in the normal clock lock-
ing scheme. After the RTND, the instability of the AFC is
reduced (green line), and the result is as good as that under
natural conditions (black line), which means that the
uncertainty arising from the noises has been eliminated.
It is inferred that the RTND method can also effectively
suppress some other environmental perturbations on an
atomic clock.

To fully test the effectiveness of the RTND, we further
engineer time-varying noise by choosing the parameters
(Allan deviation at τ ¼ 1 s) of 1 × 10−16, 2 × 10−15, and

Fig. 3. Frequency differences between the 87Rb AFC and the
H-maser. (a) Frequencies for 150000 s at natural conditions
(black dots), C-field noise on (red), and RTND on (green). Blue
dots denote the frequency shift corresponding to real-time de-
tected C-field noise. (b) Dataset of the frequency difference over
a 20000 s interval. (c) Histograms of all of the data corresponding
to red, blue, green (black) dots. The linewidth of the green
(black) histogram is narrower than the red histogram.

Fig. 4. Illustration of the RTND correction on the offset noise.
Noise with a negative offset of −1 × 10−13 (blue line) and a pos-
itive offset of 0.6 × 10−13 (red line) are all corrected by the
RTND, leaving the fractional frequency difference coincident
with that of the zero offset. The intrinsic frequency difference
(νH − νA) between the AFC and H-maser frequency in natural
conditions has been calibrated to be zero.

Fig. 5. Normal Allan deviation of the frequency difference when
the AFC is running at natural conditions (black), deteriorated
by noises (red line), and corrected by the RTND (green line).
Blue line: Allan deviation of real-time detected noise. (a) νA
being deteriorated by a group of experimental noises based on
the experimental atom number fluctuations, σðτÞ ¼ 1 × 10−14

(@ 10000 s); after corrected by the RTND, σðτÞ ¼ 2 × 10−15;
(b) νA being deteriorated by a simulated noise based on Stable32
with the noise parameters 1 × 10−16, 2 × 10−15, 2 × 10−14, 0, and
0 corresponding to random walk of frequency noise (RWFN),
flicker frequency noise (FFN), white frequency noise (WFN),
flicker phase noise (FPN), and white phase noise (WPN),
respectively.
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2 × 10−14 for random walk of frequency noise (RWFN),
flicker frequency noise(FFN), and white frequency noise
(WFN), respectively, the Allan deviation of the total noise
changes with τ−1∕2 in the range of 200 s and with τ1∕2 after
200 s, as shown in Fig. 5(b) (blue line). When the RTND is
applied, the Allan deviation is improved (green line) by
approximately one order of magnitude compared to the
Allan deviation with noises on (red line) at the averaging
time of 10000 s.
In conclusion, we demonstrate an RTND method to de-

crease the type-B frequency uncertainty and improve the
frequency stability of an atomic clock. We apply this
method to an AFC with a noisy magnetic field, and the
result shows that the stability (@ 10000 s) is improved
by approximately an order of magnitude compared to
the conventional locking scheme. This technique can sig-
nificantly ease the requirements on the environmental
control ability in an atomic clock. Using the RTND pro-
tocol with an accurately calibrated environmental sensor,
atomic clocks will break the limit of the control engineer-
ing technique on frequency uncertainty and stability. The
development of the RTND protocol opens up new direc-
tions and possibilities to the improvement of accuracy of
other clocks, like the Cs fountain clocks and the Sr optical
lattice clocks, by reducing the impact of the collisional
shift, the BBR shift, the optical lattice effect, etc.
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